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Posted at 21:50h in AmsOil products by David Consalvo, two strokes and four-stroke engines are designed differently and perform Under various conditions requires different lubrication methods. The internal combustion engine is used to produce mechanical energy from the chemical energy contained in hydrocarbon fuels. The power production of the engine circuit begins within the cylinder of the engine
with a compression process. Following compression, the combustion of the air fuel mixture releases the energy of the fuel and produces high temperature, high-pressure combustion products of these gases expand inside each cylinder and transfer work to the piston, producing mechanical energy to operate the engine. Each upward movement of the piston is called a stroke, and two combustion engine
cycles are commonly used as two-stroke circuits and four-stroke circuits. The two-stroke and four-stroke and four-stroke words are often alternating, two strokes and four strokes, the fundamental difference between the two strokes and the four-stroke engine is in the process of exchanging their gas, or more simply the removal of the sintering gas at the end of each extended process and the introduction of
a fresh mix for the next round. The two-stroke engine is expanded, or power strokes, in each cylinder during the revolution of each crankshaft. Exhaust and charging processes occur simultaneously when the piston moves through the lowest or lower center position. The two-stroke engine in the four-stroke combustion gas engine is replaced by the first piston during the up tempo and the fresh charge enters
the tank during the following down stroke. The four-stroke engine requires two complete turns of the crankshaft to make a power stroke compared to the single turn required in the two-stroke engine. The two-stroke engine runs on 360° of crankshaft rotation, while the four-stroke engine runs on 720° of crankshaft rotation. The 4-stroke engine uses a typical two-stroke engine that is inexpensive to build
compared to a four-stroke engine, and they are lighter and can produce a higher power-to-weight ratio. For this reason, two-stroke engines are ideal for applications such as saws, weed eaters, off-road motors, off-road motorcycles and racing applications. The oil is distributed through the engine by lubricating the splash or pressure lubrication pump system; Splash lubrication is achieved by some
submerged crankshafts in oilwells. The momentum of the crankshaft rotates oil splashes to other engine components such as cam petals, wrist legs and cylindrical walls. Oil pump to provide pressure film of lubricants between moving parts such as mainbearings, lever bearings and cam bearings. It also pumps oil to guide the engine valve and the rocker arm. However, the two-stroke engine employs a total
loss lubrication system that combines oil and fuel to provide both energy lubrication and engine. Oil and fuel are combined in the tank of the pipe and lubricate key components such as crankshafts, connecting rods and tank walls. The two-stroke engine injects oil directly into the engine, which mixes with fuel, while the pre-mixed two-stroke engine requires a fuel mixer- The combined oil before it is installed
in the fuel tank. In general, two-stroke engines are known to wear faster than four-stroke engines because they do not have a particular source of lubricant. However, high-quality two-stroke oil reduces engine wear, AMSOIL provides a full line of premium two- and four-stroke oil that provides outstanding protection and performance. Lubrication not only provides cooling and also removes any debris or dirt.
There are a few types of lubrication systems used: Hydrodynamic lubrication: In this type of lubrication, oil forms a continuous oil film of sufficient thickness between moving surfaces. The film takes place due to the movement of moving parts and the self-generated pressure. For example, the journal bearings of the main engine are water lubricated. The film takes place between the main bearing and the
journal of the crankshaft with the help of a wedge formed from the rotating shaft. Thrust bearings with a tilt plate design also have this type of lubrication in which they form a convergence wedge to achieve hydrodynamic lubrication. Hydrostatic lubrication: where oil film can not occur due to the movement of oil pressure parts must be paid outside. Such types of lubrication are known as hydraulic lubrication.
For slow moving parts, their relative movements are not enough to provide custom-built pressure for lubrication and pressure so it is provided externally with the help of a pump. For example, many crosshead bearing designs require additional crosshead lubrication pumps to increase pressure for crosshead bearing lubrication, since pressure cannot be generated manually. Boundary lubrication: In this
category there is a thin film between two rubbing surfaces, which may have exposed surfaces. Scope lubrication is used because of relatively slow speed, high contact pressure and rough surface. For example, boundary lubrication. The main engine occurs during start and stop due to the above conditions. Elastohydrodynamic lubrication: In this type of lubrication, the thickness of the lubrication film is very
changed with the elastic deformation of the surface. This is seen in the line or at the point of contact between rolling or sliding surfaces, for example, rolling contact bearings and mesh gear teeth of elastic metal deformation occur and are affected by high pressure on lubricants. Related reading: How to check bearing conditions and reduce bearing waste in modern marine engines, the main engine has three
separate lubrication systems: the main lubrication system, the cylinder oil system, the turbocharger lubrication system, the main engine oil: the main bearing, the transmission drive and the lubrication lubrication lubrication system, or the crank, the lubrication system is supplied by one of the two pumps, one to operate and the other is on standby, set for automatic cutting- in should be lubricated oil pressure
reduction or lo main pump failure of lo main pump, use their suction from the main cylinder and the other is on standby, set for automatic cutting- in should be lubricated oil pressure reduction or lo main pump failure of lo main pump, use their suction from the main cylinder and the other is on standby, set for automatic cutting- in should be lubricated oil pressure reduction or lo main pump failure of lo main
pump, use their suction from the main cylinder and the other is on standby, set for automatic cutting- in should be lubrication oil pressure reduction or lo main pump failure. Automatic reverse filter unit with magnetic core helps to remove any metal debris sheet-cooled lo type from low temperature, medium cold, freshwater system. The three-way valve maintains a temperature of 45°C at the engine lubricant
air vent. Related Reads: 8 How to optimize the use of lubricant on the ship, the lubricant branch to the joint arm or telescopic tube to crosshead from which it does three functions 1) some oil travels up the piston rod, cool the piston, then comes down 2) some lubricant bearing crosshead and shoe guide 3) the oil left through the drill hole in the rod connected to the bottom bearing. The field of lubricant leads
to a hydraulic power supply unit for the operation of the exhaust valve, to the thrust bearing, to compensate for the moment and the vibration of the damp vibration torque. The operation of the main engine lubricating the oil system, it is assumed that the engine will stop, but it will be prepared for the start A) check the level of oil in the main oil tank and fill if necessary, b) ensure that the low temperature
central cooling system operates and fresh water circulates through the lo cold core, c) Make sure that the pressure gauge and tool valve will all open and the tool reads correctly. d) Make sure the steam heat is applied to the main LO sump tank if the temperature of lo is low. Set up the cable and make sure all right valves are turned on. Normally, it is assumed that the main engine lubrication valve will
release the opening f), select one main LO pump as the main pump (duty) and the other is a standby pump. The restart is inhibited for 20 minutes during the start of G), let the lo system circulate and allows the system temperature to gradually rise to normal operating temperature hours.) Check that the temperature is similar and that all pressure gauges read correctly. i) When lubricating the temperature
and pressure of the system is stable, the engine may start working. The main engine lubrication system is replenished from the corresponding LO main storage tank reading: 10 food temperatures are maintained at about 90 degrees Celsius (since the maximum density is different at temperature) to provide separation efficiency. LO engines must be tested frequently to determine if the engine is suitable for
further service. Samples should be taken from renewable oil and not directly from the pond tank. The main engine lubrication system also has a subsystem (depending on whether the main engine is less cam or has a camshaft). In less cam engines, branches from lubricant pipes to the main engine are provided with hydraulic power units. HpS's function is to control fuel injection and exhaust valves,
hydraulic actuators and drive tank lubrication units. Related read: Construction and operation of marine fuel pump main oil tank lubrication engine pond: it is under the engine in double bottom and surrounded by coffin The sound pipe to know the level of lubricant in the pond is provided along with the sound pipe for the coffee to know that there is any leakage, Cofferdam must be checked regularly to know
the signs of leakage. The main engine oil dispenser consists of a level gauge, sound duct, ventilation duct, hot steam coil, drain, suction hose and valve for LO and LO pumps, air purifier, turbocharger lubrication system, turbocharger lubrication system, can be separated from the main engine lubrication system or can be fed through the main engine lubrication system depending on the design. It is
important to have a separate filter for TC lubrication, which is generally a duplex filter, from a duplex filter outlet, lo turbocharger flowing to an inbound turbocharger pipeline. Outlet of LO from There is an eye mirror to ensure continuous flow. Under normal circumstances, lo supply is always stored to the turbocharger to ensure they are always ready for service and to prevent damage. Lo supply must be
maintained when the engine is stopped, naturally drafting through the turbocharger to make the propeller to turn. Therefore, the bearing must be lubricated. Related read: Understanding turbocharger bearings and lubrication on board, cylinder lubrication system, load-dependent lubrication, cylinder-dependent are carried out by a separate cylinder lubrication system. Cylinder lubrication is necessary to
lubricate the piston ring to reduce friction between the ring and the liner, so that the seal between the ring and the lining and to reduce the wear of corrosion by neutralising the acidity of the combustion product. If the engine will run on low sulphur oil for a long period of time, instructions must be sought from the oil cylinder manufacturer and the engine builder as the most suitable oil cylinder to use. Related
Reading: Key lubricant properties to consider while choosing a marine lubricant for your vessel The ability of the oil to react with acidic reagents, which indicate alkalinity, is shown as TBN It stands for the total base number. When high sulfur oil is used for the main engine, high TBN grade of tank oil must be used. (LSFO) or low sulphur marine gas oil (LSMGO), low TBN oil tank required There are two key
systems used in modern lubrication systems: 1) Cylinder oil from oil storage tank, tank, tank, oil tank, tank, which should have enough LO for two days', oil tank oil is used. Heat traces, such as the outer surface of the pipe, remain at a certain temperature. The heater and heat tracker maintain a temperature of 45°C at the lubrication unit. The following criteria define the control: the volume of cylinder oil
must be proportional to the sulfur content of the fuel, the cylinder oil content must be proportional to the engine load, such as fuel supply, tank, volume of syringe oil at each injection point. By cylinder lubrication control system Each LO cylinder nozzle (quill) has a powerful, non-reversible valve, which is turned on by pressure oil, directed by the lubrication control system. The cylinder oil feed is adjustable.
However, modifications must only be made by authorized personnel. Accurate cylinder lubrication is needed for efficient engine operation, reducing lubricant costs and increasing maintenance costs. It is important that the lubrication tank is set up correctly and that the correct cylinder lubricant is used for the burned fuel. No adjustment of engine cylinder lubrication system is not authorized by the chief
engineer. The oil tank is filled from the oil tank using a shifting oil pump. In the event of a failure of the cylinder oil pump driven by electricity, the hand pump operated pump is provided. The electric-powered cylinder oil pump starts manually, but the high-level switch in the oil tank stops the pump when the tank level reaches a high value. Low-level alarm mounting tank Separate oil storage tank for use with
low heavy fuel sulfur is also installed, and the oil tank tank from this tank must be used when the main engine is switched to LSHFO operation. The oil tank has an overflow system through the visual glass; Related reading: Guide to marine gas oil and LSFO used in the vessel piston rod boxed and scavenge area drain glands or boxed packing provides a seal for the piston rod as it passes through the
separation plate between the crankcase and the airspace scavenge. In the middle of the boxing packing there is a 'dead area', which should normally dry if the ring works effectively. Any oil or scavenge area material that enters this area will drain the water directly to its drain tank. Warning: The views of the authors shown in this article do not necessarily reflect the views of Marine Insight data and charts if
the use of the article is derived from existing data and has not been verified by any legal authorities. The authors and Marine Insight do not claim to be correct or accept any responsibility for the same. The view is simply a comment and does not provide any guidelines or recommendations regarding the course of action to be followed by the reader. Articles or images cannot be reproduced, copied, shared or
used in any form without the permission of the author and Marine Insight.
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